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S6-AHEH Anubis Hazardous Environment
Helmet

The Section 6 Anubis Hazardous Environment Helmet, more commonly referred to as the Anubis or the
AHEH, is a fully enclosed hazmat helmet designed and manufactured by Section 6 in YE 40 primarily for
the B.R.R.F and an optional piece of equipment for other sections of their military – Section 6 contacted
their friends over at Galactic Horizon to include some of their components in the helmet’s design,
naturally the corporation was more than happy to oblige.

Design

The S6-AHEH is an emp-hardened, biohazard helmet meant to be used in place of the Revenant’s usual
helmet, it features four MOASS sensors1) that project themselves onto a graphene eye shield as well as
a beefier respiration system over the mouth capable of accepting filters designed by Galactic Horizon –
underneath this is an Aegium frame that is then padded with a layer of Bulletproof Wool treat to be
resistant to stains, fire, bacteria, insects, and sweat build-up, this layer also acts as kinetic buffer to
cushion the force of successful attacks on the wearer while a similarly padded ASCI pads the top of the
helmet.

There is also a variant available with an additional armoured section over the graphene eye shield,
providing additional protection to the eye region of the helmet.
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About the AHEH Helm
Groups Using This Product: Section 6

Type: Power Armour Helmet
Nomenclature: S6-AHEH

Designer: Section 6
Manufacturer: Section 6

Entered Production: YE 40
Price: 850ks

Weight: 3.5kg
Life Expectancy: 25 years

Defensive Capabilities:
Helmet: DRv3 Tier 4, Light Armour2)
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Appearance

The S6-AHEH almost has the appearance of a lupine headdress combined with a gas mask, with the visor
extending forward in a snout-like fashion and the two antennae at the rear of the helmet sticking up like
ears – with the MOASS sensors being kept in a module on either side of the head, a blue eye shield of 
graphene across the eye section and a rebreather below this. Two flashlights are embedded in the visor
and overall the helmet suits the style of Section 6 yet is different enough to help the B.R.R.F members
stand out from other armed forces.

Usage

 The S6-AHEH is worn in a similar fashion to a pilot’s helmet,
it is simply lined up with the suit’s ports and then pulled
down over the top of the head – creating a seal with the suit
and syncing up with its systems. The faceplate below the
eye shield can detach from the faceplate entirely or just one
side to pivot away from their face if the need arises, the
helmet is removed the same way it is doffed though usually
requires a software confirmation to avoid explosive
decoupling from occurring.

The unit features a small fusion battery in the back of the helmet but usually relies on the suit’s power
when it is available, the threaded ports on the front of the helmet are designed to be compatible with
filters designed and manufactured by Galactic Horizon to alter the respiration capabilities of whatever
power armour it is linked up to.

Systems

The Communications capabilities include satellite (if available), peer to peer relay and standard radio
while vision modes include low light vision, IR, thermal and x100 zoom standard optical - all with a laser
range finder.

Replacement Parts
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  Below is a list
of purchasable replacement parts for the S6-AHEH:

Replacement Power Supply Unit: 40ks

Replacement Respiration System: 20ks

Replacement MOASS sensor: 50ks

Replacement ASCI: 50KS

Replacement comms module3): 150KS

OOC Notes

SirSkully created this article on 2018/12/13 01:21.

This article was approved here by Wes and Ametheliana.

Products & Items Database
Product Categories military equipment, safety equipment, uniforms
Product Name Anubis Hazardous Environment Helmet
Nomenclature S6-AHEH
Manufacturer Section 6
Year Released YE 40
Price (KS) 850.00 KS
DR v3 max Tier 4
Mass (kg) 3.5 kg
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2)

head only
3)

based on the HeCC
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